
  

 
Requirements 
To ensure that your floor meets the required level of performance you must 

surface flooring material supplier and the adhesive supplier. To be read in 

Cut to Size 

where the cut is required.  It should break cleanly at the score.   If the 
panel does not break cleanly then cut to size. 

Panels can also be cut from the backside using a circular saw with a fine 
tooth blade.   To minimise splintering adjust the saw blade no more than 
3/8” through the underlay. For irregular cuts cut from the backside using 
a jig saw with a fine tooth blade. 

Storage 

or hot dry buildings should be avoided. 

excessive movement of the sub floor, underlay and top surface.   This is 

of the flooring. 

Before ply is delivered to a jobsite the site itself must be as close to the final 
environment as possible.   The structure should be fully enclosed with doors 

checked and  recorded before any work begins. 

sound.  
CNZ underlay is manufactured to stringent quality standards; however 

Installers must know what the moisture content of the flooring is at the 

moisture meter should be used to determine the moisture content of not 
only the ply underlay but also the sub floor and concrete slab (if any)  

ready to install. 

similar to the job site environment.  

Layout 
Lay out of the underlay before fastening to establish the best fit in the 
room.   CNZ underlay edges should be located a minimum of 20cm from 
the sub floor joints. Place the panel edges together with a 0.4mm gap but 
ensure that they are staggered at half panel intervals so that four corners 
never meet.   Measure and mark panels which need to be cut.   Leave a 
3mm gap between the panel edge and the wall to allow for expansion.   Fit 
factory cut edges to each other. Job site cuts should face the wall and never 

22mm resin coated staples. 

Fixings to lay on top of a Timber sub floor 

sub floor.  Ensure that the fastener length is shallow enough so that it 

Adhesives for Timer sub floors 

Adhesive: 

Fastening the underlay 
Before fastening place your full body weight on the panel being  
installed. 

Begin by fastening from one corner and work across the panel, using 

along the edge of each panel, 10mm from the edge of the panel and at 
100mm intervals throughout the panel interior.   Fasten the farthest 
corner last, otherwise the panel will bow and result in a failed floor. 

Staples shall be driven so the crown finishes approximately 0.5mm  
below the sheet surface.   Nails shall be driven absolutely flush with the 
surface of the sheet.   Failure to do this can result in nail heads showing 
through floorcoverings.    

As per the fix markings on the CNZ underlay sheet.

Finishing 
To provide a smooth surface, sand all panel edges to a smooth finish. 
Patch all voids, chipped edges and gouges with a patching compound 
approved by the top surface flooring supplier.   Allow patching to dry 
overnight. Once dry, re-sand and re-patch if necessary. 

underlayment panels but can usually be traced to two main causes. 

compound and failure to sand all seams level. 

entrapment or movement in the subfloor. 

humidity of the environment within the building the filling of expansion 
joints is not recommended. 

Area: 1.488m²

Glue
 EO exterior grade glue lamination

Tolerances

 
 ± 2mm
Moisture Control 
6% -14%

CNZ SHEET UNDERLAY
PRODUCT DATA & INSTALLATION 

CNZ 5 Ply underlay (CODE: 1111) is an international grade top quality sheet underlayment, designed to provide the ideal 
substrate for sheet �oor coverings.

CNZ

CNZ

CNZ underlay is fixed to plywood, particleboard, or pine sub-floor.

 5 layers

Wood species
Premium pine


